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BY PAT MYERS

In Week 1299 we posted a list of
words that were recently added to
Merriam-Webster’s Scrabble
dictionary and asked the Losers to
take any two of the words and
create a word chain to link them,
by meaning, similar sounds or
both. Hildy Zampella’s elegantly
pithy “LISTICLE > testicle >
NUTJOB” made the Empress wish
she hadn’t stated a minimum of six
words in the chain.
Baffled by some of the
connections? You can click on
explanatory links in the online
Invite at wapo.st/invite1303.

4th place
OK> Oklahoma > Cherokee >
Indian nickel > Ni > Knights Who
Say Ni > Monty Python > king
cobra > Stephen King > “Carrie” >
John le Carré > Smiley > frowny
(Chris Doyle, Denton, Tex.)

3rd place
Bestie > old chum > shark bait >
American Bar Association > “I like
beer” > Dos Equis > XX > “Twenty
Ways to Please Your Man” >
listicle (Mark Raffman, Reston)

2nd place and the real
snapping-turtle skull:
Sho (old Tibetan currency) > “Show
me the money!” > Tom Cruise >
“Risky Business” > Paul Manafort
> singing > Aretha > urethra >
golden shower > ew! (Jesse
Frankovich, Grand Ledge, Mich.)

And the winner of
the Lose Cannon:
Zen > Buddhist > Christian >
Fletcher Christian > Mutiny on the
Bounty > paper towels > Hurricane
Maria > “Wind in the Willows” > Mr.
Toad’s Wild Ride > Stormy Daniels
> substorm (Kevin Dopart,
Washington)

Second strings:
Honorable mentions
Captcha > “I’m not a robot” >
Marco Rubio > bottled water >
Aquafina > aquafaba (Jesse
Frankovich)
Captcha > “not a robot” > Turing
Test > Alan Turing > “The Imitation
Game” > Rich Little > Notorious
B.I.G > Notorious RBG > RBF >
frowny (Pam Sweeney, Burlington,
Mass.)
Sheeple > must have $1,099
iPhone XS > I phone exes > “I Want
You Back” > Jackson Five >
Michael Jackson > “Thriller” >
zomboid (Luke Baker, Columbia)
Hivemind > the Borg > Bjorn Borg
> Björn Again > John 3:3 > Papa
John’s > papasan > Comfy Chair >
Monty Python > “The Full Monty” >
twerk (Stephen Dudzik, Olney)
Farro (a grain) >wheat > Wil
Wheaton > Star Trek > Patrick
Stewart > Saint Patrick > St. Louis
> Arch > Archibald Cox >
Watergate > Deep Throat > “Deep
Throat” > nutjob (Neal Starkman,
Seattle)
Puggle (pug-beagle) > boxer >
Oscar De La Hoya > Georgetown
Prep > Brett Kavanaugh> boys will
be boys > Green Mountain Boys >
Vermont > Ben & Jerry’s > Cherry
Garcia > the Grateful Dead > Phish
> rootkit (computer hacking tools)
(Chris Doyle)
Puggle > snuggle > foreplay > fourply > Cottonelle > president’s foot
> cankles (fat ankles) (Jeff Shirley,
Richmond)
Listicle > Popsicle > “Pop Goes
the Weasel” > slimeball > spit >
vice presidency > Pence > sterling
> starling > cuckoo > truther
(Ellen Ryan, Rockville)
Bizjet > airplane > “Don’t call me
Shirley” > Shirley Temple > Good
Ship Lollipop > Pudding Pops > Bill
Cosby > 3 to 10 > “3:10 to Yuma” >
Jeff Flake > snowflake > Snow
White > Grumpy > frowny (Kevin
Dopart)
Sriracha > Tabasco > Louisiana >
New Orleans > Mardi Gras > “Girls
Gone Wild” > spring break >
Springsteen > “Born in the USA” >
born again > Mike Pence > lap dog
> puggle (Drew Bennett, West
Plains, Mo.)
Vape > inhale > Bill Clinton >
Hillary Clinton > server > Serena
Williams > Robin Williams >
standup > Viagra > yowza (Tom
Witte, Montgomery Village)
Mulloway (a kind of fish) > jewfish
> gefilte fish > carp > carpe diem >
seize the day > search and seizure
> Julius Caesar > Veni Vidi Vici >
Gaul > Macron > macaron (Mark

ACROSS
1 Run-down area
5 Fire starter
10 Defunct Ford
div.
14 Like some bulls
19 Bigger than big
20 Enjoy slowly, as
a drink
21 “I __ busted!”
22 Come to light
23 Message about
nearly a dozen
U.S. sailors
being flown
overseas? (Pa.)
27 Not talkative
28 Receive inside
info
29 Tired comment
30 One terminus of
Chicago’s Blue
Line
33 Soccer goose
egg
34 Cunning plan
35 Annoyed
Mayberry aunt
gets an old
Toyota at a
raffle? (Wis.)
41 Delaware’s
capital?
44 Disheveled
45 At least one
46 Landlord’s
reminder
48 Tanning time on
the Riviera
49 Babe’s
counterpart
51 “Follow me!”
53 State definitively
54 Constitution
letters
55 White selection,
briefly
57 Boast about
Japanese
animation? (Me.)
60 Not requiring
stamps
62 Hopefully, what’s
left for dessert?
63 “Funny thing is
... ”
64 Emanation from
an aging rural
miner? (Co.)
68 Pitcher part
70 Absence
71 All
75 Lunch treats
from Clinton’s
veep? (Or.)
78 Holiday song
sextet
79 Brooding genre
80 Ornate molding
81 Sources of bow
wood
82 Author Caleb
83 Five-O alert
84 Tied
87 Goof

88 Myrtle whose
119 Jazz club
oil is a folk
sessions
remedy for skin 120 Prefix for a Dow
conditions
foam
92 South end?
121 Not quite never
93 Black Friday
headline? (Md.)
DOWN
97 Overnight
1 1990s-2000s
retreats
Laker star,
98 Simba, at the
familiarly
start of “The
2 Humdinger
Lion King”
3 Not-cute fruit
99 Primrose family
4 Geminids sights
plant
5 3-2-4 ID
100 Ready to breed
6 Wrestler’s coup
103 Moonlighter’s
7 Orbital high
work
point
106 Tokyo shopping
8 “Deadliest
district
Catch” narrator
110 Muslim ascetics
Mike
drain Sahara
9 Work with
pipeline
needles
contents? (Ca.)
10 Six-legged
114 Flawed
prayer?
115 Cap’n’s
11 Addresses with
underling
“@”
116 “Free your
12 Brief invite
pores!” skincare
answer?
brand
13 Artfully shy
117 Ignore, with
14 Treo maker,
“out”
before it
118 Tighten, as
shortened its
laces
name

Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Nichols Lewis

“THE FRENCH
DISCONNECTION”
By JOHN LAMPKIN

15 Sheikdom of
song
16 Air freshener
scent
17 On the briny
18 For fear that
24 Kind of alcohol
25 Kid raiser, in two
ways
26 Cockpit worker
31 Prez on a five
32 Prince Harry’s
locks, e.g.
34 Holder of keys
35 Devoured
36 Untrue
37 “C’mon, take a
__”
38 Security
checkpoint
device
39 Well filler
40 Shoe or its
dance
41 Hot sauce bottle
image
42 Good guy, to a
bad guy
43 French 101
verb
47 Stopped flowing
50 Pakistani
tongue

51 Swindler
52 What may be
baby’s first word
55 Fair grade
56 Couldn’t avoid it
57 Italian lawn
game
58 Lymph __
59 Love to bits
61 Motored (along)
62 Parents
65 Leave, slangily
66 Inappropriate
look
67 Demand too
much of
68 Silver Bullet
Band rocker
69 Joyous song
72 A new one may
itch
73 Push forward
74 Actor Maguire
75 Style
76 Nikita’s
negatives
77 Rowlands of
“The Notebook”
78 Worn things
82 __-Magnon
85 Hosp. drama
role
86 Sells

87 Add to a
website, as a
video
89 Bigger copy:
Abbr.
90 Guadalajara gal
pal
91 Draw upon
94 Most aloof
95 Cough drops
brand
96 Scotch cocktail
97 “Just me,”
formally
100 Quite a distance
101 Hardly a threat
102 “SNL” staple
103 Wild plum
104 Sparring
punches
105 “Never heard
__”
107 Car, truck or
bike
108 #30 on the
periodic table
109 Toward shelter
111 Small ammo
112 Like deeply
discounted
mdse.
113 Leader with
perks

80 Of __ mind
113 French
14 Wasp’s weapon 45 61-Across wear 81 Tightly packed
81 Qatar’s capital
article whose
15 Disc golf “ball”
47 Cavalier “My
83 Some leave
82 “Snow White”
singular form is 16 More eccentric
bad”
you powerless
witch’s
“disconnected”
17 WSJ news bit
49 Emotional
84 Miss, say
ACROSS
download?
from nine
19 Sets money
wounds
85 “Tartuffe”
1 Dropped-jaw
84 Refine, as ore
puzzle answers
aside
53 Iconic WWII
dramatist
stare
87 Stick on the grill 114 Newsroom VIPs 22 What an X may
island, briefly
86 Foes
5 Like loving
88 Beat it
115 Boot protectors
mark
54 Unlike idioms
87 Cute calendar
caresses
89 Jamaican
116 Smartphone
24 Arm or chin
55 Going by, for
subjects
12 Audio units:
hybrid fruits
component
follower
short
91 Caught
Abbr.
90 BOB
Fine-tune
28 Bios unread by
56 Tip for solving
92 “Blah, blah,
STAAKE FOR THE WASHINGTON POST
15 “The
91 China-related
DOWN
their honorees
in ink?
blah,” briefly
Americans”
prefix
1 Full range
30 Universal
58 Not in class
93 Tel __
agcy.
92 Irritates
2 “That’s __!”
31 Endemic
60 Mystery award
95 Liszt work
18 First name in
94 Mud, slop, pig,
3 Twists
32 Neh. and Esth.
62 “Constant
96 Middle
erotica
etc.?
4 Their pockets
34 Penalty callers
Craving” singer
Corleone
20 Place for a
98 Mist and such
aren’t deep
35 Ric of The Cars 63 Carousel item
brother
Skinchilla: The least warm fur stole ever.
bootee
103 Show great
5 Dutch town
38 Opinion
64 Broody rock
97 Mezzo-soprano
21 shift:
Seedy
respect
for, day job 6 Geological
39 French word in
genre
Anne __ von
Bling
Themotel,
time between the
end of your
and closing
say time at the club. perhaps
period
bios
65 Long-running
Otter
23 Painting of
104 Mythical flapper
7 Movement at a
40 Home of Elaine,
forensic series
99 Part of a flower
Crone fruit: Pitted prunes.
an annoying
105 Gulf of Guinea
boring concert?
in Arthurian
67 Put more
100 Speak
country
legend
varnish on
101 “Breaking Bad”
Here’s abricklayer
brandnewat
contest idea from
Hall of Fame Loser 8 Twin-but-notwork? Jeff was seeing
Jeff Contompasis.
commercial
106 aEasy
time for the
Twins’ city
41 Forces
69 Owie
toxin
show
someone
who has
25“Trading
Japan’sSpaces” but, as
107
Sailing
9
Half
a
fitness
fraudulently
70
Not
out-of102
Benefits
occasional
incidents of dyslexia, kept reading the logo as
emperor
maneuver
to
motto
(upon)
bounds,
as
a
105
18-Across and
“Spading Traces.” And so, as a True Loser, he suggested a
26 Like
many — blends ofavoid
a pirate’s
10 Freezer __
43 Vehicle hired
ball
family
contest
with digraphs
two letters,
either
roads that make one
vowels forest
or consonants,
simultaneous sound.
threat?
11 Allow
to carry
76 Goals
106 Cholesterol
This
Replace a digraph
in an
existing
27week:
Suffer
110
City
on
theword
Elbeoras in
12 Window
steeplechase
78 Cost-of-living
letters
phrase
with
another
digraph
to
make
a
new
term,
28 Least
111describe
Morning
paper,It’ll
hanging
horses?
no.
107 Tigers’ home:
Jeff’s own examples above, and
the result.
obfuscated
44 Tip for
79 Photo
Abbr.
probably
be funnier if the original e.g.
term is recognizable, 13 Where
Football
and29
a funny
sentence showing
how“Gymnopédies”
the word might be
112
brownies come
changing your
possibilities
108 Vardalos of film
used is laterals,
always welcome.
are various technical together
e.g. While there
composer
answer?
80 Bama rival
109 Bread, for stew
definitions
of
“digraph,”
ours
will
be
of
two adjacent
30
15th-century
letters, and include silent letters.
food-stained
Submitcollectible?
entries at the website wapo.st/enter-invite-1303
(all33
lowercase).
Beachcomber’s
Winnerpace
gets the Lose Cannon, our Style Invitational
trophy.
36 Breezy
and our Deluxe Culinary Gift Pack
Second
place receives
courtesyopen
of Loser Connie Schott of West Plains, Mo.:
There’s
an apron emblazoned with the “Squirrel Pot
37 Glance
Pie”
logo
of the Ozark
38
Chaotic
messHeritage Festival, from right in
West Plains, and — nope, sorry, no squirrel pot pie, but the
42best
Bot
head?
next
thing:
two big sticks of Roadkill, which is like a
43Jim
Harbor
protector
Slim
but instead
of beef and chicken, its ingredients
10/28/18
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xwordeditor@aol.com
include
“venison,
elk, wild boar (meat from feral swine) . . .
45 Dutch
South
Answers to last week’s puzzle below.
pheasant,
rabbit . . .” Perhaps it’s a diet like this that
Africans
accounts for the disproportionate presence of three
ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE
46 Fabulist’s
Cheer
denizens
of West Plains
(population 12,000) among the
alternative?
Loser Community,
accounting for 240 blots of Style
Invitational
ink, including
48 “Exodus”
author10 wins. I’m thinking it’s the elk.
HOROSCOPE
49 Chickadee kin
Other runners-up win our “You Gotta Play to Lose” Loser
50orUndocumented
Mug
our Grossery Bag, “I Got a B in Punmanship” (or
BY JA C Q U E L I NE B I G A R
perhapsNepali?
a new design). Honorable mentions get one of our
lustedafter
Loser
magnets,
“We’ve
Seen
Better”
or
“IDiot
51 Peak in
HAPPY BIRTHDAY | Oct. 28: This year, you tend to go from intellectual reasoning to emotional intensity when
Card.” First
Offenders receive only a smelly treeshaped air
Thessaly
facing a problem. Observe which trait is more effective. If you are single, you meet a variety of people to whom you
“freshener” (FirStink for their first ink). Deadline is
52 Big
D cager
can relate on different levels. An intense bond evolves this year. If you are attached, the two of you often introduce
Monday
night,
Nov. 5; results published Nov. 25 (online
yourselves to a new interest or hobby. Do not ignore your emotional depth or that of your partner. Cancer supports
53 Annoy
Wednesday,
Nov. 21). See general contest rules and
and understands your sensitivity.
guidelines
wapo.st/InvRules. The headline for this
54 PCatlinkup
week’s
is bymama
Jesse Frankovich; Dave Prevar and
57 results
Mexican
Tom Witte each submitted this week’s honorablementions
bears
both enjoy. The unexpected occurs
now, pursue a favorite pastime.
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
subhead.
Join the Style Invitational Devotees group on
10/28/18
with your finances. A partner might
Catch up on a favorite TV series if
You have the energy and
59 Slip
away
Facebook
at on.fb.me/invdev.
“Like” Style Invitational Ink
spend money on an item that you
you can. Later in the day, this
determination to follow through on
of the
on Facebook
61 Day
Popular
Oahuat bit.ly/inkofday; follow
might not agree with.
person is likely to be more open
what is important. However, you
@StyleInvite
on
Twitter.
beach
and receptive to your feedback.
cannot predict the unpredictable.
63 Dollar
a
 THE
STYLEfor
CONVERSATIONAL
The Empress’s
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
You might find a swift change to be
weekly shot?
online column discusses each new contest and set
Defer to a close associate who has
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
refreshing and full of possibilities.
of results.
Especially if you plan to enter, check it out at
become unpredictable as of late.
Distractions appear early in the
66 “Hmm”
wapo.st/styleconv.
You can’t seem to determine what
day. Throw yourself into the
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
67 Dollars for
the reason for this is, but just
moment. Make the most of a
Be more forthcoming and direct
shots?
remain as steady as possible and
special bond with a friend. As the
about what you are thinking
68 Piles up
call on your sense of humor.
day progresses, a streak of
Waterloo > beatdown (William
regarding a financial matter. Resist
69 Captain Hook’s
practicality appears. Consider
Pifer-Foote, Carmichael, Calif.)
copping an attitude if dealing with
creator J.M. __
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
making time for a project, but do
a difficult person. You might negate
Chyron > crawl > creep > rake >
Defer to others and make the most
not lose sight of this special
any possibility of coming to a
71 Eight furlongs
leaves > “Free Fallin’ ”> Tom Petty
of
the
moment.
A
close
friend
or
moment.
compromise.
72 Caught
> Heartbreakers > jawbreakers >
loved one expresses delight at
Jolly Rancher > Jolly Roger > Pirate
73 Erstwhile U.K.
having the pleasure of your
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
> stolen treasure > bitcoin (Hildy
recording giant
company. Try a new cuisine or
Spend some time at home. Read
You are full of energy and ideas.
Zampella, Alexandria)
74 Kind of trading,
activity together, and you’ll both be
the Sunday paper and dedicate
Plans and get-togethers get a shot
Emoji > emotion > jealousy >
pleased. Remember, taking risks
some time to close family. Let the
of vitality just from your
briefly
Othello > checkers > exchequer >
helps you live well.
day unfold, and watch as a sense
participation. You could hear
75 Sweet Sixteen
Brexit > EU > ew (Jim Blue,
of closeness emerges. You could
something that shocks you. Do
org.
Gaithersburg)
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
hear news that confuses you. Just
your best to absorb what has
77 With the bow, in
Reaching out to a close loved one
remember what you have been
happened.
You
will
see
the
event
in
Aquafaba (water in which beans
Direct frommusic
the Ozarks, only
could be frustrating at first. For
told.
a different light, given some time.
were
boiled)
>
chickpeas
>
chicks
part of this week’s second prize.
10/21/18
©2018
Tribune
Content Agency, LLC.
xwordeditor@aol.com
pee > “the dossier” > Christopher

New contest for Week 1303:
Neologisms to di- for

Raffman)

Wayback > WABAC machine > Mr.
Peabody > Sherman > tanks >
you’re welcome > Willkommen >
“Cabaret” > cabernet > France >
macaron (Jeff Contompasis,
Ashburn)
Conlang (an invented language) >
High Valyrian > “GoT” > Got Milk?
> spilled milk > no use crying > “No
Woman, No Cry” > reggae > Rasta
> ganja > wacky tobacky > vape
(Bill Dorner, Indianapolis)
Farro > wheat > Wheaties >
Special K > 401(k) > ESOP > Aesop
> “The Tortoise and the Hare” >
“Yertle the Turtle” > Mitch
McConnell > Elaine Chao > chow
chow > puggle (Chris Doyle)
Zen > koan > Cohen > “the fixer” >
“The Fixer” > Malamud >
malamute > sled > Kane > mutiny
> Bounty > paper towels > Puerto
Rico > facepalm (Rob Huffman,
Fredericksburg, Va.)
Pizzazz > ZZ Top > James Beard >
Julia Child > Meryl Streep > Abba >

Steele > Bethlehem Steel > “Away
in a Manger” > Mangia bene >
arancini (Italian rice balls) (Mark
Raffman)

Sriracha > red beans > sriracha >
red beans > sriracha, sriracha >
red beans > sriracha, sriracha,
sriracha > red beans > yowza
(Warren Tanabe, Annapolis)
Farro > pharaoh > Moses > Bush
> Katrina > the Big Easy > Your
Mama > cankles (Jesse
Frankovich)
Truther > whatever > whatever >
whatever > whatever > nutjob
(Mark Raffman)
Schneid (losing streak) > losers >
Style Invitational > Empress >
impress > flattery > flatter the E >
“The best E!” > bestie (Eric
Nelkin, Silver Spring)
More honorable mentions in the online
Invite: wapo.st/invite1303.

Still running — deadline Monday
night, Oct. 29: Our perennial
Ask Backwards contest. See
wapo.st/invite1302.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Examine what is going on in your
mind. You could be replaying a
recent happening in your head. Get
to the bottom of an inner dialogue.
Your fiery side emerges. Make
plans to join a loved one for a
movie or some other distraction.

ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE

Answers to last week’s puzzle.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
You might want to take a timeout.
You need breaks and a change of
pace from time to time, and only
you know what that looks like. A
parent or an older friend surprises
you with their reaction. You might
not want to say anything.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Reach out to someone you care a
lot about. This person often
reminds you that you are
supported. Understand what is
needed to make them feel good
without having to go overboard.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Consider extending an invitation to
someone to join you at a concert,
art show or some other activity you

10/21/18

